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IMPORTANT NOTICE

SDR Space Debris Remediaton 2016-2020

We assume known to colleagues the technical and scientific bases of this presentation. 

The short-term problem

The risk of direct or collateral collision has become concrete and considerably worrying if we consider the work of Dr. Kessler (NASA) as relevant and logical.

These works are recognized in the scientific and aerospace community.

The cloud of active and inactive satellites has become considerable, we can speak of entropy whose progression is geometric due to the current digital state of the number of
satellites (the number of military satellites is unknown).

The nuclear sources of onboard energy is difficult to assess as well as the nature of possible weapons.

Fortunately, this explosive situation is compensated by Lockheed Martin's SPACE FENCE 2018 system on the ground, whose mission is to detect objects that may collide with
the cloud of existing active or inactive satellites.

In addition, satellite launch programs are around 42,000 over several years, according to Lauchers programs mincro or mini atellites and will be positioned 550 -700 km LEO
technically and commercially this decision is appropriate, but in terms of future risk,do not take in consideration the menace Space Debris Situation, only revenues are
considered.

According to our position it would seem more logical and prudent to reduce the KESSLER risk even if the ROI( Return On Investment)is lower for launchers, but more honorable
for safety..

Indeed the most urgent mission is to build scientific and technical tools allowing.

Identify, capture and permanently destroy dangerous or unnecessary satellites included in the cloud on site.



Refueling or on-site repair missions are unlikely due to our navigation technologies and, moreover, DE-orbiting in order to return the satellites to the Earth's atmosphere so
that they burn up is not a secure solution and can be polluting due to military satellites with an on-board nuclear source., also how much will cost by kg of satellite the 
deorbiting manœuvre ? .

For the moment, there is no technology on the spot allowing the elimination of problematic satellites.

The capture and / or DEORBITING will not resolve the risk and could even create other risks if operations fail.

Because the logical remark is as following when the debris or satellite is capture what is the next secure operation is engaged?

NASA JPL has developed a method of capturing satellites and debris that seems satisfactory (Gecko grippers).

All DE-orbiting capture methods and missions are honorable but do not solve the problem existing to date and even less the risk of collision which would be catastrophic
leading for at least 10 years of severe economic losses and a critical situation in terms of national security and National Agencies.

In order to avoid these catastrophic scenarios we have developed a Proof Of Concept POC which will prevent and deal with this problem, this is the TERMINATORR TM2006-
2017Patents project.

It seems smarter to us to consider bringing together the efforts and skills of all the players in the field of satellite engineering in order to build suchTERMINATORR machines (10 
mx 3 m) and start the cleaning work in space. which would allow to maintain a commercial rhythm of launching satellites without risks.

In conclusion first Clean and then safely resume the launch programs, the scientific and technical and commercial and financial community has an immediate capacity to carry 
out this task force deployed to resolve this difficulty and threat.

General considerations on the geometry and functions of TERMINATORR in the solar system

TERMINATORR could be considered both as a mini mobile space station and at the same time as a pursuit spacecraft to locate dangerous objects in LEO-NEO-(GTO) and deep
space orbits( others planets and moons) and satellites around these objects.

TERMINATORR can be used on MARS-MOON planets and other moons to prevent risks, but also treat mineral and organic pollution that human or robotic activities will create
on different objects in the solar system and beyond.



TERMINATORR will have different dimensions depending on the local missions and conditions on the stars or moons or outside celestial objects.

We can consider TERMINATOOR for its most urgent mission (SPACE DEBRIS REMEDIATION), as a space module which will have to be assembled in space by international 
teams most competent in ROBOTICS, this space module will not be manned, but will be able to benefit from aid and local expertise from the ISS STATION which, despite its
expiry date set for 2026, can serve as a rear base to complete if necessary UNMANNED missions including repairs requiring human expertise is essential even if Artificial
Intelligence (AI) has made considerable progress.
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SPACE DEBRIS REMEDIATION- SPACE DEBRIS REMOVAL

HUNTING SPACE DEBRIS SPACE FENCE STRATEGY

▪ TERMINATORR TM 2006 project
▪ USPTO patent application /PCT -China-Japan-Russia-India-Israel- Europe
▪ Luxembourg patent granted

▪ LU20170100780 20170908
▪ US201662385858P 20160909 ; US201715698847 20170908
▪ CN109952618 (A) EP3513410 (A1) US2018073361 (A1) WO2018049153 (A1) 

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?II=0&ND=3&adjacent=true&locale=fr_EP&FT=D&date=20180613&CC=LU&NR=100780A1&KC=A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?II=0&ND=3&adjacent=true&locale=fr_EP&FT=D&date=20180613&CC=LU&NR=100780A1&KC=A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/originalDocument?FT=D&date=20190628&DB=&locale=fr_EP&CC=CN&NR=109952618A&KC=A&ND=4
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?FT=D&date=20190724&DB=&locale=fr_EP&CC=EP&NR=3513410A1&KC=A1&ND=4
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/originalDocument?FT=D&date=20180315&DB=&locale=fr_EP&CC=US&NR=2018073361A1&KC=A1&ND=4
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/originalDocument?FT=D&date=20180315&DB=&locale=fr_EP&CC=WO&NR=2018049153A1&KC=A1&ND=4
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EVENT   USA     Pasadena CA
SPACE TECH EXPO
GlycanSpaceXR- PARTICIPATING
MAY  22-24,  2018

EVENT BREMEN -GERMANY 
Pending
Lecture
69th International Astronautical Congress  October 2018
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